“UPRIGHT LARGE VOLUME DYNAMIC MYEOGRAPHY”
BRUCE N KVERNLAND MD, RAY V GREWE MD IVAN M WOOLLEY MD AND I ROBERT LEE MD (April 1959)
RADIOLOGY VOL 72 PAGES 562 – 568.

“FATALITY AFTER INJECTION OF SCLEROSING AGENT TO PRECIPITATE FIBRO-OSSEOUS PROLIFERATION”
RICHARD C SCHNEIDER MD, JACK J WILLIAMS MD & LEOPOLD LISS MD ANN ARBOR MICH,

“LARGE-VOLUME MYEOGRAPHY”
EUGENE G TAINER & CHARLES E GRAYSON
ANNUALS OF THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES PAGES 956 – 965

REPORT OF THE THOMAS BAKER MEMORIAL FELLOW FOR 1957 TO THE COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGISTS OF AUSTRALASIA.
WILLIAM S C HARE. [ROYAL MELBOURNE HOSPITAL MELBOURNE VICTORIA]
FUNDED BY THE TRUSTEES OF THE THOMAS BAKER (KODAK) FOUNDATION.

“CONTRAST MEDIA”
H. A. LUKE. [From the Department of the Diagnostic Radiology, The Alfred Hospital Melbourne. Australia]
PROC. COLL. RADIOL AUST (1959) VOL 3 Pages 34 – 38

“SOME PHARMACOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF RADIOPAQUE COMPOUNDS”.
JAMES O. HOPPE. [Pharmacology Section, Sterling-Winthrop Research Institute Rensselaer, N.Y.]
ANNUALS OF THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 1959 Pages 727 – 739

“IONS IN TISSUES”
GLAXO.
“POSITIVE CONTRAST VENTRICULOGRAPHY”
McCLURE WILSON MD & S.R. SNODGRASS MD

“HYPERTHYROIDISM AND PARKINSONISM” [POSSIBLE LINK TO IODINE?]
ERIC ASK-UPMARK MD
ROYAL UNIVERSITY OF UPSALA SWEDEN DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL MEDICE [SOURCE UNKNOWN]
1959 Pages 818 – 819.

“ALTERATIONS IN CEREBROSPINAL FLUID PROTEIN FOLLOWING PANTOPAQUE MYEOGRAPHY”
TRISTRAM C COLKET & FINDLAY E RUSSELL

“AN EPIDEMIC OF CHEMICAL MENINGITIS”
WINFREY W GOLDMAN Jr. MD & JAY P SANFORD MD [Dept of Internal Medicine, the University of Texas South Western Medical School. Dallas, Texas.]

“TECHNIQUE OF POSITIVE CONTRAST MYEOGRAPHY”
G. F. SWANN MRCP.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE LONDON Pages 448 – 454.

“THE USE OF AN INTRAMUSCULAR DEPOT OF IODIZED OIL AS A LONG-LASTING SOURCE OF IODINE.”

“THE COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGISTS OF AUSTRALASIA: THE THOMAS BAKER MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP FOR RADIOLOGISTS: SELECTION CRITERIA.”
COLKET, T. C. and F. E. RUSSELL (1960).
“ALTERATIONS IN CEREBROSPINAL FLUID PROTEIN FOLLOWING PANTOPAQUE MYELOGRAPHY.”

“OBITUARY: WILLIAM VERNON CONE.”
JOURNAL OF NEUROSURGERY 17: 357 - 359.
SUNDERLAND, S., E. FORD, et al. (1960).

“MEDICAL PRACTICE: THIRD ANNUAL REPORT TO THE PRIME MINISTER BY THE NATIONAL RADIATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE.”
MEDICAL JOURNAL OF AUSTRALIA: 750 - 752.

“AN "EPIDEMIC" OF CHEMICAL MENINGITIS.”
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MEDICINE

“UNUSUAL COMPLICATION FOLLOWING PANTOPAQUE MYELOGRAPHY.”
JOURNAL OF NEUROSURGERY 17: 323 - 326.
JAMES A. TAREN MD.

“TONIC MUSCLE SPASMS AND BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGES FOLLOWING THE SUBARACHNOID INJECTION OF CONTRAST MEDIA: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY IN DOGS”
B. FUNKQUIST & N. OBEL

“EVIDENCE FOR RELEASE OF HISTAMINE BY CONTRAST MEDIA”
TITLED: THE PHARMACOLOGY OF CONTRAST MEDIA.
M REGINA MANN. [LONDON]
“OBITUARY: WILLIAM PERRINE VAN WAGENEN 1897 - 1961.”
JOURNAL OF NEUROSURGERY 19: 609 - 611.

“OBITUARY: WILLIAM.”

“EXTENT AND PERMANENCE OF DENERVATION PRODUCED BY LUMBAR SYMPATHECTOMY.”
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL: 79 - 83.

“HISTORY OF NEURORADIOLOGY.”
BRITISH JOURNAL OF RADIOLOGY”

“REMOVAL OF RESIDUAL INTRACRANIAL PANTOPAQUE BY PNEUMOENCEPHALOGRAPHY.”
WRIGHT, R. L.

“THE DYNAMICS OF TRANSIENT CEREBRAL BLINDNESS: REPORT OF 9 EPISODES FOLLOWING VERTEBRAL ANGIOGRAPHY.”
MANN, M. R.

“THE PROBLEM OF SUBDURAL PLACEMENT IN MYELOGRAPHY.”
RADIOLOGY 79 (1962) 91 - 95.
SCHULTZ, E. H. and B. G. BROGDON.
“PANTOPAQUE ARACHNOIDITIS: TREATMENT WITH SUBARACHNOID INJECTIONS OF CORTICOSTEROIDS”
CLEVELAND CLINIC QUALRTERLY VOL. 29 1962. Pages 177 – 188.
ARJUN D SEHGAL MD W JAMES GARDNER MD & DONALD F DOHN MD
[DEPT OF NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY]

“REPORT OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGISTS”
LARGE GRANT BY EASTMAN KODAK
JOURNAL OF THE COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGY (1962) VOL 6 Pages 87 – 89.

“LYMPHOSARCOMATOUS INFILTRATION OF THE CAUDA EQUINA.”
ARCHIVES OF NEUROLOGY 7: (1962) 476 - 481.
ALLEN, M. W. V. and E. S. RAHME.

GLAXO (1962). “AUTO-IMMUNE DISEASE.”
GLAXO 24: 12 - 23.

“SPINAL ARACHNOIDITIS.”
LOMBARDI, G., A. PASSERINI, et al.

“INTRATHECAL USE OF PHENOL FOR THE RELIEF OF CHRONIC SEVERE PAIN.”
MARK, V. H., J. C. WHITE, et al.

“TECHNIQUE OF POSITIVE CONTRAST MYELOGRAPHY.”
ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE: PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE 53:
448 - 454.

“COMPLICATIONS OF PANTOPAQUE MYELOGRAPHY”
MICHAEL MASON MD & JOHN REED MD.
“SUBARACHNOID DISTRIBUTION OF DRUGS AFTER LUMBAR INJECTION.”
RICHARD E REISELBACH MD, GIOVANNI DI CHIRO, EMIL J FREIRECH MD & DAVID P. RALL.

“MINIMAL DOSAGE OF IODIDE REQUIRES TO SUPPRESS UPTAKE OF IODINE-131 BY NORMAL THYROID.”

“REPORT OF THE ANNUAL MEETING 1962.”
JOURNAL OF THE COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGISTS OF AUSTRALASIA: ‘FURTHER SUBSTANTIAL DONATIONS BY KODAK FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES 6: 87 - 89. [Interesting]

“PANTOPAQUE "ARACHNOIDITIS" TREATMENT WITH SUBARACHNOID INJECTIONS OF CORTICOSTEROIDS.”
CLEVELAND CLINIC QUARTERLY (1962): PP 177 - 188.
SEHGAL, A. D., W. J. GARDNER, et al.

“NEUROSURGICAL CLASSIC -----X
1. GENERAL METHOD OF RADIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION BY IODIZED OIL (LIPIODOL) BY MESSRS SICARD AND FORESTIER. ORIGINAL ARTICLE IN: BULL SOC MED HOP PARIS 1922 3 s VOL 46 PP 463 - 468.

“CEREBROSPINAL FLUID RHINORRHEA WITH DEMONSTRATION OF CRANIONASAL FISTULA WITH PANTOPAQUE.”
J.A.M.A. VOL 81 (1963) PP 802 - 806
TENG, P. and N. EDALATPOUR.
“BIOMECHANICS OF THE LUMBOSACRAL NERVE ROOTS.”


BREIG, A. and O. MARIONS.

“PANTOPAQUE ARACHNOIDITIS” “EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF BLOOD AS A POTENTIATING AGENT”

RADIOLOGY (1963) Mar VOL 80: PP 489-91

W. J. HOWLAND MD J.L. CURRY & A.K. BUTLER MD.

THE EFFECT OF IODINIZED CONTRAST MEDIA UPON BLOOD PROTEINS, ELECTROLYTES, AND RED CELLS.”


HENN KUTT MD THOMAS H. MILHORAT MD & FLECTCHER McDOWELL MD.

“MYELOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF THE POSTERIOR FOSSA WITH POSITIVE CONTRAST MEDIUM.”


BAKER Jr, H. L.

“EDITORIAL: HOSPITAL RADIOLOGY 'SHORTAGE OF DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGIST AND
NEGLECTED TRAINING, POSSIBLE FUTURE SERIOUS SETBACK'.”


“THE PHARMACOLOGY OF CONTRAST MEDIA.”

ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE: PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE (1963) 54:
473 - 478.

“PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF ACUTE WHOLE BODY RADIATION EXPOSURE: SYMPOSIUM ON
ACUTE RADIATION INJURY.”


TITTERTON, P. E. W.
NEUROSURGICAL CLASSIC-X BY ROBERT H WILKINS IN JOURNAL OF NEUROSURGERY: (1963) PP 721 - 727.

“IODINATED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS AS CONTRAST MEDIA FOR RADIOGRAPHIC DIAGNOSES

V. ESCAPE OF PANTOPAQUE FROM THE INTRACRANIAL SUBARACHNOIDITIS SPACE OF DOGS”

BY STEINHASSEN, DUNGAN, FURST, PLATI, SMITH, DARLING, WOLCOTT, WARREN, STRAIN.

IN RADIOLOGY 1944 VOL 43 PP 230 – 234.

III 'EXPERIMENTAL AND CLINICAL MYELOGRAPHY WITH ETHYL-IOPHENYLUNDECYLATE
(PANTOPAQUE).”


“INADVERTENT EXTRA-ARACHNOID INJECTIONS IN MYELOGRAPHY.”


JONES, M. D. and T. H. NEWTON.

“PANTOPAQUE ARACHNOIDITIS: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF BLOOD AS A POTENTIATING AGENT.”

RADIOLOGY 80 (1963) : PP 489 - 491.

W.J.HOWLAND, J.L.CURRY, et al.

“THE RISK OF DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY.”


HOY, R. J.

“THYROID FUNCTION AND IODINE METABOLISM IN IODINE-INDUCED HYPOTHYROIDISM.”

LANCET: (1963) PP 1238 - 1241.

MICHAEL T HARRISON MD, W. DONALD ALEXANDER & RONALD McG HARDEN

“THE EFFECT OF IODIZED CONTRAST MEDIA UPON BLOOD PROTEINS, ELECTROLYTES
AND RED BLOOD CELLS.”


“PROTEIN-BOUND IODINE IN SERUM AND THYROIDAL UPTAKE OF I 131 EFFECT OF IODOALPHIONIC, IOPANOIC AND IOPHENOXIC ACIDS”


“RADIATION DOSES RECEIVED IN MYELOGRAPHIC EXAMINATIONS.”


“TWO-NEEDLE OXYGEN MYELOGRAPHY.”


HERMAN LODIN

“EDITORIAL WHY RADIOBIOLOGY.”

RADIOLOGY VOL 82 (1964): 917 - 921.

CLIFTON, B. S.

“RESUSCITATION IN RADIOLOGY.”


CHIRO, G. D. and R. L. FISHER.

“HYPOTHYROIDISM”


IAN DAVIS THOMAS

“PROTEIN-BOUND IODINE IN SERUM AND THYROIDAL UPTAKE OF I 131 EFFECT OF IODOALPHIONIC, IOPANOIC AND IOPHENOXIC ACID”

POSTGRADUATE MEDICINE AUG 1964 PP 141 – 148

DONALD E RALSTON MD, THOMAS T SCHATTENBERG MD, CHARLES A OWEN JR MD & WILLIAM M McCONAHEY MD....MAYO CLINIC AND MAYO FOUNDATION ROCHESTER MINNESOTA.
“EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES WITH A NEW RADIOLOGICAL EMULSION.”
GEORGE TEPLICK MD, MARVIN E HASKIN MD, JOSEPH SKILLEY V.M.D. GEORGE T WOHI MD & FRANK SANEN MD.

“TRANSUTERINE INFUSION OF RED CELLS INTO THE FETUS IN ERYTHROBLASTOSIS FETALIS.”
RADIOLOGY VOL 84 (1964) : PP 40 - 42.
QUEENAN, J. T. and R. G. DOUGLAS.

“CONTRAST RADIOGRAPHY OF THE SPINAL CORD”
ARCHIVES OF NEUROLOGY VOL 11 (1964) PP 125 – 142
GIOVANNI DI CHIRO & ROBERT L. FISHER MD

“PANTOPAQUE ARACHNOIDITIS” Experimental study as a potentiating agent and corticosteroids as an ameliorating agent.
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY OHIO VALLEY GENERAL HOSPITAL WHEELING USA
W.J. HOWLAND & J.L. CURRY. (1965) PP 1032 – 1041

“CONTRAST RADIOGRAPHY OF THE SPINAL CORD.”
ARCHIVES OF NEUROLOGY (1965) 125 - 143.

“INTRAUTERINE TRANSFUSION: A PRELIMINARY REPORT.”
JOHN T QUEENAN MD & R. GORDON DOUGLAS MD F.A.C.O.G.

“FAMILIAL IODIDE-INDUCED GOITER. EVIDENCE FOR AN ABNORMALITY IN THE PITUITARY-THYROID HOMEOSTATIC CONTROL.”
G. J. PAULINE M.B. B.S.
“POSITIVE CONTRAST STUDY OF THE POSTERIOR CRANIAL FOSSA: A TECHNIQUE IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF NEURINOMA OF THE EIGHTH CRANIAL NERVE, WITH A REPORT OF A CASE.”
FISHER, R. L.

“AN EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF PANTOPAQUE AND OTHER RECENTLY DEVELOPED MYELOGRAPHIC CONTRAST MEDIA.”
RADIOLOGY: (1965 OR 1959), PP 537 - 544.
ROBERT L FISHER MD.

“THE OSMOTIC EFFECTS OF METHYLGLUCAMINE DIATRIZOATE (RENOGRAFIN 60) IN INTRAVENOUS UROGRAPHY IN INFANTS.”
HARVEY, J. P. and R. H. FREIBERG.

“MYELOGRAPHY WITH AN ABSORBABLE AGENT.”
J. PAUL HARVEY JR. MD & ROBERT H. FREIBERGER MD.


“SYPHONAGE TECHNIQUE FOR REMOVAL OF PANTOPAQUE.”
ACTA RADIOLOGICA (DIAGNOSIS): (1965) PP 1007 - 1012.
EPSTEIN, B. S. and J. A. EPSTEIN.

“EMULSIFIED PANTOPAQUE” Its possible application for myelography. Fatal
ROGER A. MAUPIN MD, HILLIER L BAKER JR MD & FREDERICK W. L. KERR MD
“A CASE OF ARACHNOIDITIS ASSOCIATED WITH PANTOPAQUE MYELOGRAPHY” [VANCOUVER BC]
JOURNAL DE L’ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DES RADIOLOGISTES December 1966. PP 198 - 199
JAMES H. GREG MB, MRCP & NORMAN WIGNALL MB., Ch.B.

“PANTOPAQUE ON THE FLOOR”
RAIOLOGY OCT 1966 P. 758.
FRANK A. RIEBEL

“CASE REPORT: AN ANALYSIS OF A CASE OF CHRONIC URTICARIA.”
WALTER B. SHELLEY MD Ph.D

“CONTRAST RADIOGRAPHY OF THE OPTIC NERVE SHEATH.”
BRAIN: (1966) PP 621 - 622.
SADATOMO SHIMOJOYO MD, FREDIR GARGANO MD, NORMAN ELLERMAN MD, & NOBLE J. DAVID MD.

“ROENTGEN’S DISCOVERY OF X-RAY AND PIONEER MELBOURNE RADIOLOGISTS.”
AUSTRALASIAN RADIOLOGY VOL 10: 316 - 317.

“THE PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM.”
BRAIN 16: 621 - 622.

“A TECHNIC OF INTRAUTERINE TRANSFUSION OF THE FETUS.”

“DISPOSABLE SYRINGE DANGER.”
J. D. IRVING & P.V. REYNOLDS
“EMULSIFIED PANTOPAQUE.”
RADIOLOGY 86: 509 - 514.

“THE NEUROPATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS RESULTING FROM THE INTRATHECAL INJECTION OF CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES.”
PARAPLEGIA: 97 - 115.
LIONEL WOLMAN M.A., PhD. M.R.C.P. M.C. Path., D.P.M.

McCLEERY, W. N. C. and N. A. LEWTAS.

“SUBARACHNOID INJECTION OF CONTRAST MEDIUM: A COMPLICATION OF VERTEBRAL ANGIOGRAPHY.”

“EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF PANTOPAQUE ARACHNOIDITIS.” 1. ANIMAL STUDIES.
W.J. HOWLAND MD & J.L CURRY MD

“PANTOPAQUE ARACHNOIDITIS.”
ACTA RADIOLOGICA: 1032 - 1040.

“ROENTGEN ORATION: ACCIDENT AND DESIGN IN SCIENCE.”
D. M. MYERS
“LARGE-DOSE UROGRAPHY: IS THERE AN OPTIMUM DOSE?”
F.H. DOYLE., T. SHERWOOD., R.E. STEINER., A BRECKENRIDGE & C.T. DOLLERY.

“LUMBAR MYELOGRAPHY BY SIPHON TECHNIC.”

“LARGE-DOSE UROGRAPHY.”
LANCET: 964 - 966.
REEKIE, D., M. DAVISON, et al. (1967).

“THE RADIATION HAZARD IN RADIOGRAPHY OF THE FEMALE ABDOMEN AND PELVIS.”
D.REEKIE B. Sc PhD., M. DAVISON M.A A Phil. & J.K. DAVIDSON M.D. F.R.C.P. (Ed) F.F.R.

“SPINAL ARACHNOID CYSTS” MYODIL WITH SOME PATIENTS HAD ALSO DEPO MEDROL MIX.
AUSTRALASIAN RADIOLOGY VOL 12. (1968) PP 344 – 352
R J HOY MB BS MRACP MCRA FFR & K C FAULDER MB BS

“TENDENCY TO ACIDOSIS FOLLOWING THE INJECTION OF RADIO-OPAQUE CONTRAST MATERIAL.”
MERLIN MARSHALL & G.A. HENDERSON

“A NATIONAL SURVEY OF RADIOLOGICAL COMPLICATIONS; INTERIM REPORT. LIVERPOOL UK”
CLINICAL RADIOLOGY (1968) PP 175 – 191
GEORGE ANSELL

CRYPTOCOCCAL SPINAL ARACHNOIDITIS
JOURNAL OF NEUROSURGERY PSYCHIAT (1968) VOL 31, PP 76 – 80
SHERWOOD DAVIDSON
"SENSORY RHIZOTOMY FOLLOWING OPERATION FOR RUPTURED INTERVERTEBRAL DISC."

ECHOLS, D. H.

"MYELOGRAPHY IN LUMBO – SACRAL PLEXUS INJURY"
BRITISH JOURNAL OF RADIOLOGY (1969) VOL 42 PP 840 – 845

R.F. PAYNE MB & J.L.G. THOMSON MB

"A SIMPLIFIED METHOD FOR THE RAPID REMOVAL OF MYELOGRAPHIC CONTRAST AGENT."
RADIOLOGY (1969) VOL 93 P.1093. (COMPLETE REMOVAL)
WENDTH, A. J. and D. J. MORIARTY

"OBITUARY: DR ROY GLENWOOD SPURLING 1894 - 1968."
JOURNAL OF NEUROSURGERY 28: 610 - 612

"CRYPTOCOCCAL SPINAL ARACHNOIDITIS."
JOURNAL OF NEUROL. NEUROSURG. PSYCHIAT 31: 76 - 80.

"REPORT: A NATIONAL SURVEY OF RADIOLOGICAL COMPLICATIONS: INTERIM REPORT:
BASED ON A LECTURE DELIVERED TO THE FACULTY OF RADIOLOGISTS. NOV 1966."
CLINICAL RADIOLOGY: (1968) 175 - 191.
CUATICO, W., W. GANNON, et al.
“TECHNICAL NOTE: A NEEDLE DESIGNED FOR MYELOGRAPHY.”
JOURNAL OF NEUROSURGERY: (1969) 87 - 88

“THE PHARMACOLOGY OF 2-AZIRIDINYL ETHANOL.”
JOURNAL OF PHARMACOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPEUTICS 166: 205 - 216
GRECH, P. and D. C. A. BEVIS

“THE DISAPPEARANCE OF A LARGE INTRACRANIAL DEPOSIT OF PANTOPAQUE TWENTY YEARS AFTER MYELOGRAPHY.”
B.W. McKEE MD., J.L. VEZINA MD & D. MELANCON MD


“FACTORS DETERMINING PHYSICIAN REPORTING OF ADVERSE DRUG REACTIONS: COMPARISON OF 2000 SPONTANEOUS REPORTS WITH SURVEILLANCE STUDIES AT THE MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL.”
JAN KOCH-WESER MN.M, VICTOR W SIDEL MD., ROGER H SWEET MD., PAULA KANAREK B.S & ANN E EATON M Ed.

“RADIOLOGY OF FOETAL BLOOD TRANSFUSION.”

“FOETAL MYELOGRAPHY – AN UNUSUAL COMPLICATION IN INTRAUTERINE TRANSFUSION”
“MYELOGRAPHY IN LUMBAR - SACRAL PLEXUS INJURY.”
